The contribution of visual experience to the perception and sensorimotor control of spatial orientation of the hand was investigated in blind subjects. In "orientation-matching" tasks, subjects aligned a match handle held in their right hand to a target handle held in their left hand and fixed in different orientations, with both arms outstretched. In "letter-posting" task 1, the same subjects reached out and simultaneously oriented their right hand to insert the match handle into a target slot fixed in the same range of orientations. Orientations were signaled proprioceptively by a reference handle held in the left hand. Final hand orientation errors were smaller when blind subjects simultaneously reached out and rotated their hand to insert the match handle into the target slot in letter-posting task 1 than when they held their arm extended and aligned the handles in the orientation-matching task. In letter-posting task 2, blind subjects first aligned their hand to the orientation of the target and then subsequently reached to the target with the instruction to not change hand orientation during reaching. Despite the instruction, subjects showed a reduction in absolute hand orientation error from the beginning to the end of the reach. In all tasks, performance of blind subjects was very similar to that of blindfolded normally sighted subjects. These findings provide the first evidence of an automatic on-line error-correction mechanism for hand orientation guided only by proprioceptive inputs during reaching in blind subjects, and reveal that the on-line mechanism does not depend on prior visual experience.
Introduction
Many studies have reported rapid automatic on-line adjustments for hand spatial location and grip aperture during reaching and grasping Pélisson et al., 1986; Prablanc and Martin, 1992; Desmurget et al., 1999; Day and Lyon, 2000; Desmurget and Grafton, 2000; Gréa et al., 2002; Knill, 2004, 2005) . In contrast, few studies have investigated such mechanisms for spatial hand orientation (Glover and Dixon, 2001a,b,c; Tunik et al., 2005; Fan et al., 2006; Gosselin-Kessiby et al., 2008) .
Furthermore, almost all studies of on-line control examined the corrections evoked by visually observed changes in target location, size, or orientation, and often allowed vision of the hand during the correction. The possible contribution of proprioceptive sensory input is usually not considered. Human sensorimotor performance often seems introspectively to be dominated by vision, and proprioception appears to play a minor role. However, quantitative studies have shown that both contribute to movement control and that the relative contribution of each is determined by the relative reliability of the information provided by each modality about different aspects of the task (Rossetti et al., 1995; van Beers et al., 1999 van Beers et al., , 2002 Ernst and Banks, 2002; Sabes, 2003, 2005; Saunders and Knill 2003 , 2004 Bagesteiro et al., 2006; Sarlegna and Sainburg, 2007) .
A limited number of studies have analyzed reaching and grasping movements when visual information was not available (Wing et al., 1986; Jakobson and Goodale, 1991; Darling and Miller, 1993; Hocherman, 1993; Gaunet and Rossetti, 2006; Coluccia et al., 2007; Gaunet et al., 2007; Gosselin-Kessiby et al., 2008) . Some studies suggested that visual feedback or visual experience was not essential for the successful execution of reaching or grasping movements (Jeannerod, 1984; Castiello et al., 1993; Sergio and Scott, 1998; Ittyerah et al., 2007) .
Recently, we showed that proprioceptive feedback alone about current and desired final hand orientation was sufficient to initiate and guide rapid on-line adjustments of hand orientation during reaching movements toward a target in blindfolded normally sighted subjects (Gosselin-Kessiby et al., 2008 ). An interesting question is whether prior visual experience is necessary for the development of rapid on-line correction mechanisms, which then generalize to the proprioceptive domain (Fiehler et al., 2009) . Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there is no information in the literature about the ability of blind subjects to use proprioception to guide hand orientation and to make rapid on-line corrections of hand orientation during movements. The present study addressed those issues.
The perception and control of hand orientation was compared across congenitally blind, postnatally blind, and blindfolded normally sighted subjects. Postnatally blind subjects permit an assessment of the possible contribution of some prior visual experience compared with congenitally blind subjects, who have never experienced visual feedback and have no memory of motor performance under visual guidance (Imbiriba et al., 2006) .
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Twelve blind subjects (seven congenitally blind, five postnatally blind; seven women, five men; mean age ϭ 39, range 18 -62 years; Table 1 ) participated voluntarily in this study. Their performance was compared with that of 18 agematched blindfolded normally sighted subjects (nine women, nine men; mean age ϭ 44, range 18 -64 years) reported previously (GosselinKessiby et al., 2008) . All subjects, except two blind subjects, were right handed (Table 1) . Handedness was assessed using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) . None of the normally sighted subjects had a history of neurological problems, and they all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All subjects signed a consent form. The Université de Montréal Human Research Ethics Committee approved the experimental protocol. Subjects were not informed about the specific purposes of the study.
The possible contribution of any residual vision in our tasks was assessed by testing the ability of all blind subjects to align their right hand with a visual black bar of the same size as the target and match handle presented on a white background, at the same distance as the target panel. The performance of all blind subjects was no better than random. Nevertheless, the blind subjects wore a blindfold during the experiment to ensure conditions similar to those of the blindfolded normally sighted subjects (Gosselin-Kessiby et al., 2008) and to eliminate the effects of any residual luminescence sensitivity in a few of the blind subjects.
The blind subjects were allowed to reach out and manually explore the area corresponding to the spatial location of the target slot, to locate it spatially before the beginning of each letter-posting task. The normally sighted subjects looked at the task panel to determine the spatial location of the target, but did not manually explore the corresponding area.
Experimental setup and task structure
The experimental setup and tasks used in this study of blind subjects are identical to the proprioceptive sensory condition described previously for a study of normally sighted subjects (Gosselin-Kessiby et al., 2008) . Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. Subjects sat in front of a vertical task panel, on which a target was mounted. The target was either a rectangular handle (14.5 cm ϫ 2.0 cm; orientation-matching task) or a slot (16.5 cm ϫ 3.2 cm; letter-posting tasks) that could be fixed in one of six preset orientations (30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, or 180°, proceeding counterclockwise from 0°at the right) (Fig. 1 B) . The target was positioned at eye level and aligned with the body midline, at a comfortable arm-length distance (i.e., at a distance reachable with near full arm extension). Subjects attempted to align the orientation of a rectangular match handle (14.5 cm ϫ 2.0 cm) with that of the target. Eight infrared-emitting diodes (IREDs) were fixed in a circle around the perimeter of the match handle. The positions of the IREDs were recorded using an Optotrak 3020 motion capture system (Northern Digital) at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. Rotations of the match handle were made in the counterclockwise A, Subjects had to align the orientation of a rectangular match handle with the orientation of a target. In the letter-posting tasks (left), subjects held the match handle in the right hand and had to try to insert it into the target slot. A reference handle held in the left hand gave information about the target orientation and distance. In the orientation-matching tasks (right), subjects held the match handle in the right hand (bottom) and aligned it with the target handle held in the left hand (top). In the passive orientation-matching task, the experimenter rotated the match handle from the back of the panel until it was judged by subjects to be aligned with the target handle. In the active orientation-matching task, the subjects rotated the handle themselves until they judged it to be aligned with the target handle. B, Target was fixed in one of six possible orientations (30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, and 180°). Dots, Side of the handle on which the right thumb was positioned to match the orientation of the target.
direction, starting from 0°orientation (handle horizontal and right wrist and forearm supine, palm up) in each trial. The spatial orientations of the target (or reference) and match handles were both sensed using only proprioception. Subjects were asked to keep their left hand on the target (or reference) handle and their right hand on the match handle between trials in all tasks. In the orientation-matching task, subjects aligned the match handle (a low-friction bearing-mounted handle) held in their right hand to the same perceived orientation as the target handle in their left hand. In the letter-posting tasks, subjects held onto the lower reference handle (the match handle of the orientationmatching task) with their left hand. The experimenter positioned the lower reference handle into one of the six orientations at the start of each trial to signal to the subjects the orientation of the target slot in that trial, by proprioception. The subjects then reached out and oriented the match handle in their right hand to attempt to insert it into the target slot (letter-posting task 1) or oriented their hand at the start position and then reached out (letter-posting task 2), guided only by proprioceptive input.
Each task comprised a series of trials during which the subjects attempted to align the match handle with the spatial orientation of the target. At the start of each trial, the experimenter set the target at its desired spatial orientation. A complete dataset in each task condition comprised five trials for each of the six target orientations (30 trials in total), in a randomized-block design.
Task order
All blind (n ϭ 12) and normally sighted (n ϭ 18) subjects first performed passive and active orientation-matching tasks and letter-posting task 1 (see below). Orientation-matching and letter-posting 1 tasks were performed in a random order within and across subjects. A smaller subset of the same subjects (blind n ϭ 6; sighted n ϭ 10) subsequently performed letter-posting task 2. For normally sighted subjects, letter-posting task 2 was done in a separate session on a different day. In contrast, to avoid imposing a second laboratory visit on the blind subjects, the blind subjects performed letter-posting task 2 on the same day as the other tasks, following a break. As the blind subjects only performed the tasks in the no-vision sensory condition, the blind subjects performed all tasks in one visit that lasted ϳ2 h.
Orientation-matching task
In the orientation-matching task, subjects aligned the match handle to the target. The target was a handle identical to the match handle. Both handles were mounted on the task panel, with the match handle positioned 30 cm below the target (Fig. 1 A, right) . The match handle rotated freely about the axis perpendicular to the vertical plane of the task panel. Subjects held the target handle with their left hand, and held and aligned the match handle to the same perceived orientation with their right hand. Subjects held onto the match handle with their right hand between trials while the experimenter rotated it back to the starting position (0°) for the next trial. Subjects also held onto the target handle with their left hand between trials while the experimenter rotated it to the new target orientation for the next trial.
Passive orientation-matching task. After setting the desired spatial orientation of the target handle at the start of each trial, the experimenter gave the subject a verbal warning ("Ready . . . Go"), and then rotated the match handle smoothly (20.0 Ϯ 5.0°/s) from the back of the panel, starting at 0°in each trial, until the subjects reported verbally that it matched the orientation of the target handle. Subjects could give verbal instructions to the experimenter to rotate the match handle back and forth until they were satisfied that it was aligned with the target. The experimenter then recorded the orientation of the match handle for 0.5 s, rotated the match handle back to the starting position (0°), and positioned the target handle at a new orientation for the next trial. The task was always performed by the same experimenter, for all subjects tested. Subjects were instructed to neither assist nor resist the rotational force. Assistive/resistive forces generated by the subjects were easily detected by the experimenter because of the low-friction bearing-mounted handle, which they both held on opposite sides of the task panel. At the moment the experimenter perceived an assistive/resistive force when rotating the handle, the trial was aborted and then restarted from the initial start position, with a further verbal instruction to the subject not to intervene. This happened very infrequently.
Active orientation-matching task. Following a verbal command from the experimenter ("Ready . . . Go"), the subjects aligned the match handle to the orientation of the target handle by actively rotating their right wrist and forearm at a comfortable speed, starting at 0°(hand supinated). Subjects could adjust the orientation by rotating the match handle back and forth until they reported verbally that it was aligned with the target. The experimenter then recorded the orientation of the match handle for 0.5 s. Subjects held onto the match handle between trials while the experimenter rotated it back to the starting position (0°) and positioned the target handle at a new orientation for the next trial.
Letter-posting task 1: orient hand while reaching to the target
In letter-posting task 1, a target slot replaced the target handle. The match handle was a freely moving rectangular handle, instrumented with eight IREDs, that was of identical construction to the match handle in the orientation-matching task. At the start of each trial, subjects held the match handle in their supinated right hand with their arm semiflexed at the side of their body (Fig. 1A , left) while the experimenter set both the target slot and lower handle (reference handle held by the subjects in their left hand) at the desired orientation. After a verbal command ("Ready . . . Go"), the subjects reached out to the target. Subjects were instructed to reach out and to simultaneously rotate the handle in a single continuous motion at a quick but comfortable speed to try to insert the match handle into the target slot, without attempting to correct the handle position or orientation at the end of the reach.
Because the target slot was only slightly larger than the match handle, the subjects attempted to complete the rotation of the handle before it arrived at the target panel. However, it was difficult to insert the handle into the slot in one rapid continuous motion without visual input. As a result, in many trials, the subjects contacted the task panel with the handle instead of inserting the match handle into the target slot. However, this did not seriously perturb their performance (see GosselinKessiby et al., 2008) . Whether or not they succeeded in inserting the match handle into the slot, the subjects were instructed to hold that final position until told by the experimenter to return their arm to the start position. In the letter-posting tasks, match handle coordinates were recorded continuously for 4 s, starting from the "Go" command. At the end of the 4 s, the experimenter told the subjects to return their arm to the start position and to rotate their hand back to the starting supine orientation to begin the next trial.
Letter-posting task 2: orient hand and then reach to the target
Letter-posting task 2 was designed to assess whether hand orientation would remain constant or would change in some systematic way during reach to the target, if the subjects perceived that their hand was already at the final desired orientation before beginning to reach. As in letterposting task 1, subjects held the rectangular match handle in their supinated right hand with their arm in semiflexion beside their body at the start of each trial. However, in letter-posting task 2, subjects were instructed to first rotate their wrist and forearm to align the match handle with the target slot while keeping their arm at their side. They could correct their hand orientation by rotating the handle back and forth until they reported verbally that they perceived that it was aligned. They were then given a verbal command by the experimenter ("Ready . . . Go") to reach out to the target. The subjects were instructed to reach out to the target slot at a comfortable speed, and to try not to change their initial hand orientation during the reach. At the end of each reach, the subjects held their final hand and arm position until told by the experimenter to return their arm and hand to the start position to begin the next trial.
Data analysis
In the orientation-matching task, match handle orientation was measured by recording the spatial coordinates of IREDs fixed on the match handle. The angle of rotation of the handle was calculated by simple trigonometry using the (x, y, z) coordinates of the observable IREDs on the perimeter of the match handle. Final orientation was the mean ori-entation computed over a sampling period of 0.5 s taken after the subjects had reported that the match handle was aligned with the target handle.
In the letter-posting tasks, the full threedimensional (3D) spatial orientation of the match handle was determined from the (x, y, z) coordinates of the observable IREDs on the perimeter of the handle. Hand orientation was defined as the projection of the 3D orientation of the handle onto the 2D vertical (frontal) plane of the target panel. Reach onset was defined as the first time the 3D hand transport velocity exceeded 3% of peak 3D hand transport velocity and remained above that value until peak velocity was attained. Reach offset was defined as the first time the transport velocity toward the target panel decreased to Ͻ3% of peak velocity. For the letter-posting tasks, final hand orientation was determined by calculating the mean orientation during the 50 ms immediately preceding the detected reach offset (Dyde and Milner, 2002) . This time period was used to avoid confounding the measured hand orientation with any passive mechanical rotation of the handle caused by contact with the task panel (Gosselin-Kessiby et al., 2008) . The initial orientation in letter-posting task 2 corresponded to the mean handle orientation during the 50 ms immediately preceding the detected reach onset.
Performance measures
To compare the accuracy and precision of the spatial orientation of the match handle in the different tasks, constant, absolute, and variable errors were analyzed for each target orientation. The match handle orientation error in each trial was defined as the angular difference between the orientation of the target and the final match handle orientation, as well as the initial match handle orientation in letter-posting task 2. For constant error, a positive orientation error occurred when the subject made a counterclockwise rotation of the match handle past the actual orientation of the target, whereas negative errors occurred when the match handle did not attain the target orientation. Mean constant error at each target in each dataset for each subject was the mean of the signed values of the orientation errors for the five trials at that target orientation, and provides a measure of any constant bias (accuracy) in the estimates of match handle orientation for each target orientation. Mean absolute error was the mean of the absolute (unsigned) values of the orientation errors and provides a measure of the overall size of orientation errors for each target. Mean variable error was defined as the mean value of the difference between the final orientation of the match handle in each trial from the mean of the final orientation of the match handle for the five trials at a given target orientation (as well for the initial match handle orientation in letter-posting task 2), and provides a measure of the dispersion (precision) of the final orientations about the mean constant error bias in performance at each target orientation.
Statistical analysis
Constant, absolute, and variable errors for different target orientations were compared in different tasks using two-way or three-way ANOVAs. Peak velocities and movement duration for different target orientations in letter-posting task 1 were compared using one-way ANOVAs. Post hoc pairwise comparisons were made using Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) analyses (Statistica, Statsoft). For all ANOVAs and Tukey HSD analyses, the threshold for statistical significance was set at 0.05.
When comparing congenitally blind and postnatally blind subject groups, or blind and blindfolded normally sighted subject groups, this study used a within-subject repeated-measures design, with one between factor (group) and two within factors (task and target orientation; or time and target orientation). For conciseness, only main effects and interactions including group factor (congenital vs acquired blindness, and blind vs sighted subjects), task factor (orientation-matching vs letterposting task 1), or time factor (letter-posting task 2; initial vs final hand orientation) are reported.
Results
We present here the findings from seven congenitally blind and five postnatally blind subjects (Table 1) . We also present quantitative comparisons of the findings from the blind subjects with those from 18 age-matched normally sighted subjects who performed the tasks while blindfolded, which have been reported previously (Gosselin-Kessiby et al., 2008 ).
All blind subjects tested except two were right handed. Statistical analysis using only the 10 right-handed blind subjects produced main statistical results similar to those reported here for all 12 subjects combined (data not shown). This indicated that handedness did not affect the performance of blind subjects in these tasks. Moreover, the populations of blind and normally sighted subjects had a broad range of ages, but statistical tests (three-way ANOVAs including age as a factor; three age groups: 18 -32 years, 33-49 years, and 50 -64 years) found no significant age-related differences in the main results reported here for the blind subjects alone or for both blind and normally sighted subjects together, indicating that subject age did not influence overall task performance ( p Ͼ 0.05; data not shown).
Kinematics of letter-posting task 1 (orient hand while reaching to the target)
The overall pattern of velocity profiles of hand transport (reach) and hand rotation was similar across subjects and between groups. Figure 2 presents the mean velocity profiles of hand transport toward the target panel and of hand rotation, for a representative blind subject. The hand began to rotate at the onset of hand transport, and the peak velocity of rotation increased with the degree of hand rotation required from the initial supine orientation. These results indicate that letter-posting task 1 was performed with a continuous and simultaneous motion of the arm and hand. Peak rotation velocity tended to occur earlier than the peak of hand transport for all six target orientations [mean difference between peak rotation and peak transport across all blind subjects for all target orientations was 0.05 Ϯ 0.02 s; not different from blindfolded normally sighted: 0.04 Ϯ 0.01 s ( p Ͼ 0.05)]. The hand rotations in blind subjects also ended slightly earlier than hand transport, indicating that the hand was near its final orientation shortly before the hand reached the target panel. A similar trend had been reported for blindfolded normally sighted subjects (Gosselin-Kessiby et al., 2008) .
Peak velocities were affected by target orientation. Figure 3 presents the mean peak velocity for hand rotation and hand transport toward the target panel, in blind (n ϭ 12) and blindfolded normally sighted (n ϭ 18) subjects tested in letter-posting task 1. Blind subjects showed a statistically significant effect of target orientation on the peak velocity of both hand rotation (one-way ANOVA, p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,55) ϭ 25.12) and hand transport (one-way ANOVA, p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,55) ϭ 10.51). The greater the required degree of rotation of the hand during the reach, the greater the peak wrist rotation velocity and the greater the peak transport velocity directed toward the target panel in the blind subjects. Blindfolded normally sighted subjects showed very similar trends, and there was no difference between the groups for both hand rotation peak velocity (two-way ANOVA, p Ͼ 0.05; F (1,28) ϭ 0.72) and hand transport peak velocity (two-way ANOVA, p Ͼ 0.05; F (1,28) ϭ 0.02). Similarly, both groups showed a strong effect of target orientation on the peak velocity of both hand rotation (F (5,140) ϭ 112.95; p Ͻ 0.05) and hand transport (F (5,140) ϭ 33.21; p Ͻ 0.05). The greater the required degree of rotation of the hand during the reach, the greater the peak wrist rotation velocity and the greater the peak transport velocity directed toward the target panel. These findings indicate that the coordination between hand rotation and transport was statistically identical in blind and blindfolded normally sighted subjects.
Although blind subjects showed a statistically significant main effect of target orientation on the duration of hand transport (one-way ANOVA, p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,55) ϭ 2.46), no post hoc tests reached the significance level ( p Ͼ 0.05). The mean duration of hand transport for blind subjects was 1.31 s. In contrast, the mean duration of hand transport in blindfolded normally sighted subjects was 1.08 s. A two-way ANOVA (2 groups ϫ 6 target orientations) revealed a main effect of group on hand transport duration, with blindfolded normally sighted subjects having significantly shorter transport durations than blind subjects ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (1,28) ϭ 5.30).
Letter-posting task 1 versus orientation-matching tasks: blind subjects Figure 4 presents the final orientations of individual trials in a representative blind subject, in the passive orientation-matching task and letter-posting task 1. The final hand orientation was more accurate in letter-posting task 1 than in the passive orientation-matching task. The single subject of Figure 4 displayed most of the trends of the entire group of blind subjects (n ϭ 12) (Fig. 5 ). Those general trends were supported by statistical analyses. Separate two-way ANOVAs (3 tasks ϫ 6 target orientations) were performed on the constant, absolute, and variable errors made by blind subjects in the passive and active orientation-matching tasks and letterposting task 1.
For constant errors, a significant main effect of task ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (2,22) ϭ 34.24; mean error in passive orientation-matching, active orientation-matching, and letter-posting tasks, respectively: Ϫ16.05°, Ϫ12.22°, and Ϫ0.90°) and a significant main effect of target orientation ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,55) ϭ 11.53; mean error for 30°to 180°, respectively: Ϫ7.03°, Ϫ13.78°, Ϫ4.83°, Ϫ4.35°, Ϫ13.46°, and Ϫ14.88°). Post hoc analyses revealed no significant difference between the passive and active orientation-matching tasks ( p Ͼ 0.05), and significantly smaller constant errors in letter-posting task 1 than in the passive and active orientation-matching tasks ( p Ͻ 0.05). Post hoc analyses also revealed significantly smaller constant error for 30°, 90°, and 120°compared with 60°, 150°, and 180°( p Ͻ 0.05).
Similar results were observed for absolute errors. There were significant main effects of task ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (2,22) ϭ 10.54; mean passive orientation-matching, active orientation-matching, and letter-posting tasks, respectively: 17.34°, 14.21°, and 10.00°) and of target orientation ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,55) ϭ 6.27), as well as a significant interaction between these two factors ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (10,280) ϭ 9.23). Post hoc tests revealed no significant difference between the passive and active orientation-matching tasks for all target orientations ( p Ͼ 0.05). However, post hoc tests showed significantly smaller absolute errors in letter-posting task 1 than in the passive orientation-matching task for the largest target orientations 150°a nd 180°, and than in the active orientation-matching task for the largest target orientation 180°( p Ͻ 0.05).
In contrast to constant and absolute errors, no main effect of task was observed for variable errors ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (2,22) ϭ 1.34). Nevertheless, there were a significant main effect of target orientation ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,55) ϭ 3.29). Post hoc comparisons revealed significant larger variable error for 60°compared with 30°and 120°( p Ͻ 0.05).
In summary, the ANOVA results showed that the performance of blind subjects in the active orientation-matching task was very similar to that in the passive orientation-matching task, but different from that in letter-posting task 1, especially for larger target orientations. 
Letter-posting task 1 versus orientation-matching tasks: congenitally blind versus postnatally blind subjects
We compared the performance of congenitally (n ϭ 7) and postnatally (n ϭ 5) blind subjects (Table 1) to evaluate whether prior visual experience influenced the final hand orientation in orientation-matching and letter-posting tasks. Separate threeway ANOVAs (2 groups of blind subjects ϫ 3 tasks ϫ 6 target orientations) were performed on the constant, absolute, and variable errors. For purpose of conciseness, only analyses including the group factor are reported. For all constant, absolute, and variable errors, no significant differences were observed between the congenitally and postnatally blind subjects.
For constant errors, there was no main effect of group ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (1,10) ϭ 0.02), but there was a significant three-way interaction between all three factors ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (10,100) ϭ 2.02). However, no post hoc tests reached significance, suggesting that performance was not different in congenitally and postnatally blind subjects.
Similar results were observed for absolute errors. There was no main effect of group ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (1,10) ϭ 0.283), but there was a significant three-way interaction between the three factors ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (10,100) ϭ 3.00). Post hoc tests revealed a single case of a significant difference at the horizontal orientation (180°) in the active orientation-matching task (mean error congenital: 14.32°; mean error postnatal: 28.15°).
For variable errors, there was no main effect of group ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (1,10) ϭ 0.169), and no significant interaction effects ( p Ͼ 0.05).
In summary, the ANOVA results confirmed that the performance of congenitally (n ϭ 7) and postnatally (n ϭ 5) blind subjects was essentially identical across tasks and target orientations.
Letter-posting task 1 versus orientation-matching tasks: blind versus blindfolded normally sighted subjects
The performance of the blind subjects was strikingly similar to that of the normally sighted but blindfolded subjects. Figure 5 presents the mean constant, absolute, and variable errors of hand orientation in blind (n ϭ 12) and blindfolded normally sighted subjects (n ϭ 18) in the passive and active orientation-matching tasks and in letter-posting task 1. Accuracy and precision of hand orientation varied across tasks in a similar manner in both groups. The mean constant and absolute orientation errors were on average smallest in letter-posting task 1, largest in the passive orientation-matching task, and intermediate in the active orientation-matching task (Fig. 5, first columns) . This indicated that in both normally sighted and blind subjects, the subjects' ability to align their hand orientation to a target at the end of a single continuous reach-and-orient movement without vision of the hand and target was better than their perceptual ability to align the two handles using proprioception in the orientationmatching task, even when given ample time to adjust and correct the match handle orientation in the latter task. The magnitude of variable errors was fairly similar across target orientations and tasks (Fig. 5, third column) .
Those general trends were supported by statistical analyses. Separate three-way ANOVAs (2 groups ϫ 3 tasks ϫ 6 target orientations) were performed on the constant, absolute, and variable errors made by subjects in the passive and active orientationmatching tasks and letter-posting task 1. For constant errors, no main effect of group was observed ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (1,28) ϭ 0.001). There were a significant main effect of task ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (2,56) ϭ 76.44; mean error in passive orientation-matching, active orientation-matching, and letter-posting tasks, respectively: Ϫ14.79°, Ϫ12.31°, and Ϫ1.96°) and a significant main effect of target orientation ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,140) ϭ 26.90), as well as a twoway interaction between those two factors ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (10,280) ϭ 5.51). Post hoc analyses revealed no significant difference between the passive and active orientation-matching tasks for all target orientations ( p Ͼ 0.05), significantly smaller constant errors in letter-posting task 1 than in the passive orientation-matching task for all target orientations ( p Ͻ 0.05), and significantly smaller constant errors in letter-posting task 1 than in the active orientation-matching task for all target orientations except 90°( p Ͻ 0.05). Similar results were observed for absolute errors. No main effect of group was observed ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (1,28) ϭ 0.51). There were significant main effects of task ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (2,56) ϭ 21.78; mean passive orientation-matching, active orientationmatching, and letter-posting tasks, respectively: 16.04°, 14.03°, and 9.84°) and of target orientation ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,140) ϭ 15.61), as well as a significant interaction between these two factors ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (10,280) ϭ 9.23). Post hoc tests revealed no significant difference between the passive and active orientation-matching tasks for all target orientations ( p Ͼ 0.05). However, post hoc tests showed significantly smaller absolute errors in letter-posting task 1 than in both the passive orientation-matching task and the active orientation-matching task for the largest target orientations, 150°and 180°( p Ͻ 0.05).
As for constant and absolute errors, no main effect of group was observed for variable errors ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (1,28) ϭ 3.70). In contrast to constant and absolute errors, however, no main effect of task was observed for variable errors ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (2,56) ϭ 1.12). There were a significant main effect of target orientation ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,140) ϭ 5.45) and a significant two-way interaction between task and target orientation ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (10,280) ϭ 2.62). Post hoc comparisons revealed no significant difference between the passive and active orientation-matching tasks for all target orientations ( p Ͼ 0.05), significantly smaller variable errors in the letter-posting task 1 than in the passive orientation-matching task only for the largest target orientation 180°( p Ͻ 0.05), and no significant difference between the letter-posting task 1 and the active orientation-matching task for all target orientations ( p Ͼ 0.05).
In summary, the ANOVA results confirmed that the performance of blind and blindfolded normally sighted subjects was similar, and that the performance of both groups in the active orientation-matching task was more similar to that in the passive orientation-matching task than in letterposting task 1.
Letter-posting task 2 in blind subjects: initial versus final hand orientation In letter-posting task 1, the blind subjects reached out to the target and also actively rotated their wrist and forearm to align the match handle to the target. The better accuracy of the blind subjects in letterposting task 1 than in the passive orientation-matching task may have been due mainly to one or the other of those two movement components. However, as the performance in the passive and active orientation-matching tasks was not significantly different, these findings suggested that active hand rotation per se had a relatively minor effect on performance. This suggested that the act of reaching accounted for most of the improvement in performance of the blind subjects in letterposting task 1 compared with the orientation-matching tasks.
To further investigate the effect of reaching on hand orientation, we subsequently tested the performance of a subset of the same blind and sighted subjects in letter-posting task 2, in which subjects attempted to align the match handle to the target before reaching and then to maintain the initial orientation of the match hand as they reached to the target. Figure 6 presents the initial and final orientations of individual trials in a representative blind subject in letter-posting task 2. The orientation errors tended to be smaller at the end of the reaching movement than before movement onset, despite the instruction to not change the hand orientation during the reach.
The single subject of Figure 6 displayed most of the trends of the entire group of blind subjects (n ϭ 6) (Fig. 7) . These trends were supported by statistical analyses. Separate two-way ANOVAs (2 times ϫ 6 target orientations) were performed on the constant, absolute, and variable initial and final errors made by blind subjects.
For constant errors, there were significant main effects of time (initial vs final hand orientation, p Ͻ 0.05; F (1,5) ϭ 29.38; mean initial and final error, respectively: Ϫ14.64°and Ϫ5.01°) and of target orientation ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,25) ϭ 2.74). Post hoc tests showed that constant errors in hand orientation were significantly smaller at the endpoint than before the onset of reaching ( p Ͻ 0.05). However, post hoc comparisons revealed no significant difference between target orientations ( p Ͼ 0.05).
For absolute errors, there were significant main effects of time (initial vs final, p Ͻ 0.05; F (1,5) ϭ 16.18; mean initial and final error, respectively: 15.10°and 9.98°) with smaller absolute errors at the end of reaching than before movement onset, but no main effect of target orientation ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (5,25) ϭ 0.86). There was a significant time-by-targetorientation two-way interaction ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,25) ϭ 2.81). Post hoc tests showed that significant differences between initial and final hand orientation were found at target orientations 60°, 150°, and 180°( p Ͻ 0.05). For variable errors, no main effect of time ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (1,5) ϭ 0.35), no main effect of target orientation ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (5,25) ϭ 0.36), and no significant interactions were found ( p Ͼ 0.05).
In summary, the ANOVA results confirmed that orientation errors tended to be smaller at the end of the reaching movement than before movement onset in blind subjects, even though they were instructed not to change hand orientation during the reach.
Letter-posting task 2: blind versus blindfolded normally sighted subjects Figure 7 presents the mean constant, absolute, and variable errors of hand orientation before and after the reach motion in blind (n ϭ 6) and blindfolded normally sighted (n ϭ 10) subjects in letter-posting task 2. Both groups showed strikingly similar patterns of constant errors across target orientations. Furthermore, both groups of subjects tended to show a systematic underrotation of the hand before reaching, which was more pronounced in the blind subjects than in the normally sighted subjects. The mean constant and absolute orientation errors tended to be smaller at the end of the reach than before the reach, in both groups (Fig. 7, first columns) . This indicated that in both blind and sighted subjects, the subjects' ability to align their hand orientation to a target was generally better at the end of a single reaching movement than before the reach. The magnitude of variable errors was fairly similar before and after the reach for each target orientation in both blind and sighted subjects (Fig. 7, third column) .
Most of these trends were supported by statistical analyses. Separate three-way ANOVAs (2 groups ϫ 2 times ϫ 6 target orientations) were performed on the constant, absolute, and variable initial and final errors made by subjects. For constant errors, there were significant main effects of group ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (1,14) ϭ 7.25; mean error blind: Ϫ9.82°; mean error sighted: Ϫ3.57°), of time (initial vs final hand orientation p Ͻ 0.05; F (1, 14) ϭ 43.21; mean initial and final error, respectively: Ϫ10.81°and Ϫ2.58°), and of target orientation ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,70) ϭ 9.17). There was a significant two-way interaction between time and target orientation ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,70) ϭ 6.08). Post hoc tests showed that constant Mean errors in orientation for blind (n ϭ 6; filled squares) and blindfolded normally sighted subjects (n ϭ 10; open squares), before (initial) and after (final) the reach motion in letter-posting task 2. The format is similar to that of Figure 5 . Data from blindfolded normally sighted subjects have been reported previously (Gosselin-Kessiby et al., 2008) .
errors in hand orientation were significantly smaller at the endpoint than before the onset of reaching movements for all target orientations ( p Ͻ 0.05).
For absolute errors, there were significant main effects of both group ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (1, 14) ϭ 5.53; mean error in blind and sighted, respectively: 12.542°and 9.053°) and time (initial vs final, p Ͻ 0.05; F (1,14) ϭ 22.504; mean initial and final error, respectively: 12.50°and 9.10°), but no main effect of target orientation ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (5,70) ϭ 1.41). There was a significant group-by-time twoway interaction ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (1,14) ϭ 5.81; mean initial and final errors in blind: 15.10°and 9.98°; mean initial and final error in blindfolded sighted: 9.89°and 8.22°). Post hoc comparisons revealed that the initial absolute error was significantly larger in blind than in blindfolded sighted subjects ( p Ͻ 0.05), but that final error was not significantly different in either group ( p Ͼ 0.05). There was also a significant time-by-target-orientation two-way interaction ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,70) ϭ 5.27), with smaller absolute errors at the end of reaching than before movement onset. Post hoc tests showed that significant differences between initial and final hand orientation were found at target orientations 60°, 150°, and 180°( p Ͻ 0.05).
For variable errors, there was only a significant main effect of target orientation ( p Ͻ 0.05; F (5,70) ϭ 2.4046). No main effect of group ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (1, 14) ϭ 0.0193), no main effect of time ( p Ͼ 0.05; F (1, 14) ϭ 0.0143), and no significant interactions were found ( p Ͼ 0.05).
In summary, the ANOVA analysis showed that performance of blind and blindfolded normally sighted subjects showed several similarities. Both groups showed strikingly similar patterns of initial and final constant errors across target orientations. Furthermore, even though blind subjects showed larger initial underrotations than blindfolded sighted subjects, both groups showed similar final absolute errors. This indicated that the ability of blind and blindfolded sighted subjects to align their hand orientation to a target was better at the end of a single reaching movement than before the reach and that the size of absolute errors of final hand orientations about the desired target orientation was similar in blind and blindfolded sighted subjects after the reach.
Discussion
This is the first study, to our knowledge, of the perception of hand orientation and the control of reach-and-orient movements in blind subjects. When blind subjects attempted to align their right hand to the target in the orientation-matching task, they tended to underrotate their hand, whether it was rotated passively or actively. Blind subjects also tended to reduce the final hand orientation errors at the end of a reaching movement. This suggests that blind subjects made on-line adjustments of hand orientation during reaching to stationary targets. Almost no differences were found between congenitally and postnatally blind subjects, and proprioceptive perception of hand orientation was no better in blind subjects than in blindfolded normally sighted subjects. These observations suggest that visual experience is not necessary for the appropriate patterning of reach-and-orient movements or for on-line adjustments of hand orientation during movement.
Performance of blind versus blindfolded normally sighted subjects
A striking finding of this study was how similar blind and blindfolded normally sighted subjects performed in these tasks. They showed similar global trends in the different tasks, and similar patterns of errors as a function of target orientation in all tasks.
The performance of blind subjects is similar to that of sighted subjects in many tasks (Heller, 1989; Heller and Kennedy, 1990; Castiello et al., 1993; Sergio and Scott, 1998; Sunanto and Nakata, 1998; Grant et al., 2000; Heller et al., 2002b; Vanlierde and Wanet-Defalque, 2004 ). In contrast, other studies reported that blind subjects outperformed sighted subjects under certain conditions (Rossetti et al., 1996; Van Boven et al., 2000; Goldreich and Kanics, 2003; Gaunet and Rossetti, 2006; Alary et al., 2008) . Thus, there is no consensus on the sensorimotor performance of blind subjects compared with normally sighted subjects.
It may seem surprising that blind subjects in this and other studies did not demonstrate an enhanced ability to use proprioception to perceive or guide their actions, compared with normally sighted subjects. Blind subjects must rely exclusively on proprioceptive and tactile inputs to guide their arm and hand movements, whereas normally sighted subjects would intuitively appear to rely mainly on visual feedback in most everyday situations (van Beers et al., 1999 (van Beers et al., , 2002 Ernst and Banks, 2002; Saunders and Knill, 2003 , 2004 Sabes, 2003, 2005) . Nevertheless, our findings indicate that normally sighted subjects perform as well as blind subjects in these tasks when deprived of vision. This suggests that in contrast to intuitive impressions, normally sighted subjects can use proprioceptive input alone to guide their performance as efficiently as blind subjects, who have had a lifetime of experience performing sensorimotor tasks without visual guidance.
Proprioceptive integration for perception, action, and on-line control
It is now widely accepted that a dorsal "action" stream processes visual information for the guidance of voluntary actions (Goodale and Milner, 1992; Milner and Goodale, 2008) . The posterior parietal cortex (PPC) contains a population of neurons implicated in the control of the configuration and orientation of the hand during active reach and grasping (Sakata et al., 1997; Murata et al., 2000) . Observations from optic ataxic patients (Pisella et al., 2000; Gréa et al., 2002) and from transcranial magnetic stimulation (Desmurget et al., 1999; Tunik et al., 2005; Rice et al., 2006) and imaging (Culham et al., 2003; Frey et al., 2005; Tunik et al., 2008) studies suggested that one dorsal stream function is an automatic vision-based on-line error-correction mechanism that involves the PPC (Desmurget and Grafton, 2000; Glover, 2004; Buneo and Andersen, 2006; Iacoboni, 2006) .
It has been proposed recently that a corresponding distinction between perceptual and action systems might exist in the somatosensory system (Dijkerman and de Haan, 2007) . Imaging studies have reported an activation of "dorsal stream" components in PPC during motor actions guided by proprioceptive kinesthetic inputs (Binkofski et al., 1999; Darling et al., 2007; Fiehler et al., 2008 Fiehler et al., , 2009 .
Consistent with this dissociation, we found previously that blindfolded normally sighted subjects show different patterns of final hand orientation errors during a perceptual orientationmatching task versus a letter-posting task performed under proprioceptive guidance (Gosselin-Kessiby et al., 2008) . The present study extends this dissociation to blind subjects, who showed the same task-dependent differences in errors.
These findings suggest that proprioceptive information can be used efficiently to estimate and control hand orientation during reaching movements. Similarly, growing evidence suggests that proprioception can be as, or even more, important than vision for estimation of hand distance in space (van Beers et al., 2002; Snijders et al., 2007) . Moreover, in some conditions proprioceptive inputs represent the dominant sensory information used for mental motor imagery and on-line representation of the body in space (Shenton et al., 2004) .
The reduction in hand orientation errors at the end of the reaching movements in letter-posting tasks in blind subjects also provides further evidence for the role of proprioceptive input in the adjustment of hand orientation by on-line correction mechanisms during reaching movements to stationary targets (Gosselin-Kessiby et al., 2008) . This finding is all the more striking because control of hand orientation during reaching could be prone to execution errors due to inaccuracies in outgoing motor commands and to passive mechanical perturbations of the hand away from its desired orientation. Our findings are consistent with other studies that suggested a role for proprioception in the on-line correction of hand direction and distance in response to visual perturbations of target or hand position (Sarlegna et al., 2003 (Sarlegna et al., , 2004 Bagesteiro et al., 2006) .
The correction mechanism appears to be automatic. In letterposting task 2, hand orientation errors decreased after the reach even though the subjects had presumably perceived that their hand was already at the desired orientation before beginning to reach and had been instructed to keep their hand in that initial orientation during the reach.
Because the task involved active reach and rotation, an efferent copy of the motor command could have contributed to the difference in performance compared with the orientation-matching task. However, the active orientation-matching task also involved motor commands to produce the active hand rotations. Nevertheless, both the blind and normally sighted subjects showed error patterns in the active orientation-matching task that were more similar to those in the passive orientation-matching task than to letter-posting task 1. The origin of the difference in results may be that the letter-posting task involves a transitive action directed at a target object (the target slot), whereas the active wrist rotation in the orientation-matching task was an intransitive action performed to report a perceptual estimation rather than to act on an object (Gosselin-Kessiby et al., 2008) .
Alternatively, directing attention related to both the reach and orientation components to the same spatial location in letterposting task 1 may have enhanced performance relative to the hand rotations without reach in the orientation-matching tasks. However, the subjects may just as likely have attended equally to both tasks, which might predict that control of hand orientation would be poorer in letter-posting task 1 because of the need to attend to both hand orientation and spatial location. Furthermore, attention is divided in all tasks because of the need to also attend to the orientation of the reference handle in the left hand. Ultimately, we have no way to know how subjects allotted attention to different aspects of each task.
Explanations that invoke transitive actions or attention imply that the causal mechanisms are central in origin and ignore biomechanical aspects of the tasks. Another possibility is that during the reach in letter-posting task 1, the motor system makes efficient use of all the redundant degrees of rotational freedom of all arm joints that contribute to hand orientation, which cannot occur when the arm is held outstretched in the orientation-matching tasks. None of these explanations are mutually exclusive.
The role of visual experience
Performance of congenitally blind and postnatally blind subjects was statistically identical in all tasks and similar to normally sighted subjects, suggesting that visual experience did not influence proprioceptive perception or the control of reach-andorient movements. Our findings are consistent with other reports that congenitally blind subjects performed similarly to those with acquired blindness and that early visual experience is not necessary to perform many tasks (Vanlierde and Wanet-Defalque, 2004; Gaunet and Rossetti, 2006; Goldreich and Kanics, 2006; Heller et al., 2001 Heller et al., , 2002a . Furthermore, developmental studies showed no differences in pointing between congenitally blind and blindfolded normally sighted children and suggested that early visual experience and age do not predict pointing performance in children . Finally, our findings agree with a recent report that visual experience is not necessary for the activation of PPC during kinesthetically guided hand movements in congenitally blind subjects (Fiehler et al., 2009) .
These various findings indicate that the dorsal "action" system processes multimodal sensory inputs, including both visual and proprioceptive, to guide actions, and that the development of this action control system is not dependent on visual experience.
Interaction between target orientation and hand transport velocity
A functional coupling between hand orientation and hand transport was observed in blind and blindfolded normally sighted subjects. Peak velocities of both hand transport and rotation increased for progressively larger target orientations in letterposting task 1 (Fig. 3) . Such coupling is in agreement with a temporal coupling between hand transport velocity and hand grip aperture observed during reach to grasp in blind subjects (Castiello et al., 1993) . The similarity of the coordination of hand transport and hand rotation velocities in blind subjects and blindfolded normally sighted subjects suggests that the global coordination of different components of reach-and-orient and reach-to-grasp actions does not depend on visual experience. Nevertheless, this coordination could be achieved by different mechanisms in blind and sighted subjects.
